Abstract. Although structural approaches to pattern recognition are not as popular anymore as they were some 30 years ago, they still provide reasonable solutions for certain recognition problems. This paper demonstrates that recognizing mechanical assemblies is among these problems. We will present and evaluate a framework for visual assembly recognition that combines different structural techniques. Context free grammars are used to detect assemblies in an image. The resulting syntactic structures are translated into relational models which enable the recognition of individual assemblies.
Context, Motivation, and Overview
In the 1970s, structural methods were very popular among the pattern recognition community (cf. e.g. [4, 11] ). Nowadays focus has rather shifted to implicit or statistical techniques, but if recognition has to deal with highly structured objects, structural approaches are still attractive. Mechanical assemblies of a number of rigidly connected parts in a certain geometrical configuration are a practical example of such highly structured objects. In assembly recognition, however, abstract structural models still play a secondary role. Known contributions to assembly recognition from sensory input apply template-based techniques [7] or they rely on detailed geometric reasoning. The latter either require sensors of high precision like laser range finders [10] or only cope with assemblies made from simply shaped objects or marked parts [9, 13] .
The work reported here results from a research project on human-machine interaction which is developing a robot that is verbally instructed to assemble wooden toy objects (s. Fig. 1 ). Since the machine shall simulate human sensing, a computer vision solution for assembly recognition is required. Moreover, since the instructor is free to decide what to construct, our setting necessitates comprehensive knowledge of how assembled objects might appear in image data. But assemblies are made of multifunctional parts which can be assembled into numerous configurations. Therefore, it is impossible to model all feasible assemblies in advance and consequently we are in need of generic and flexible representations.
The following sections will point out that syntactic models of classes of assemblies enable flexible assembly detection. However, syntax might be ambiguous. Thus, the fourth and fifth section will briefly discuss that unique graph-based models can be derived from syntactic structures and how subsequent graph matching accomplishes the recognition of individual assemblies. Finally, a conclusion will end this contribution. 
Syntactic Approach to Assembly Detection
Concerned with assembly sequence planning, Homem de Mello and Sanderson [6] proposed to represent all feasible decompositions of an assembly in an AND/OR graph. And since a comparative study by Wolter [14] yielded that this is the most efficient way to store sequence data, AND/OR graphs have become a standard technique in assembly (sequence) modeling. However, already 30 years ago Hall [5] noted that there is a one to one correspondence between AND/OR graphs and context free grammars (CFGs).
As any assembly can be structured according to an AND/OR graph, there has to be a corresponding CFG for every mechanical assembly. A syntactic model of a whole class of assemblies could therefore be obtained from unifying the CFGs of all members of that class. Although this would provide comprehensive knowledge for visual recognition it unfortunately would not cope with the aforementioned requirement for genericity. By means of our scenario, however, we will exemplify that considerations concerning the mechanical function of assembly components lead to recursive and thus compact but comprehensive models of classes of assemblies without the need for enumerating all members.
The assemblies of our scenario are bolted assemblies where a bolt and a nut may fix a series of miscellaneous objects. As Fig. 1(a) indicates, each of these functional parts might be an elementary object or an assembly. This observation directly leads to a context free grammar©
, a start symbol " R © ASM, and productions as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The terminals thus represent elementary objects whereas assemblies and their functional parts appear as variables. The first production indicates that bolted assemblies consist at least of a bolt-and a nut-part but might also have a miscellaneous-part. The other productions specify how these functional parts may look like; the bolt-part, for instance, might be an assembly or a bolt.
Note that G also generates words that do not comply with feasible assemblies. (Bolts, for instance, have a finite length but the productions do not restrict the number of objects attachable to them.) Hence, parsing images according to¨must regard that only a subset of 3 F 9 # constitutes feasible assemblies. To cope with this problem grammars can be implemented using the semantic network language ERNEST [12] . Such implementations are advantageous because context sensitive restrictions can easily be modeled so that parsing will only accept feasible assemblies. Figure 2 exemplifies the process of visual assembly detection. The entities that are examined are 2D clusters of recognized elementary objects like shown in Fig. 2(b) 1 . As explained in [1] , ideas adopted from discourse parsing provide a suitable strategy to analyze such clusters. In our example, parsing started with the lower bolt and then considered the object adjacent to it. This defined a line along which further objects to be analyzed were searched for; in Fig. 2(c) , this direction is indicated by arrow 1. The objects found along this line resulted in the syntactic structure depicted in Fig. 2(d) . Then, parsing restarted at the upper bolt and analyzing the objects along arrow 2 led to the structure in Fig. 2 found tree, the first found structure was integrated into the recent one; the resulting tree structure in Fig. 2(f) describes the whole assembly. Figure 3 displays prototypical results accomplished with our method. Assembly structures found in the images are enclosed in black polygons. These examples illustrate that the semantic network implementation can cope with context sensitive conditions: in the upper left, for instance, only two of the four cubes were associated with the bolt because its thread does not allow more.
Evaluating Syntactic Assembly Detection
The examples also indicate that there are scenes of varying complexity. Hence, it is no surprise to observe the performance in assembly detection being dependent on the difficulty of the task which is influenced by several factors. For instance, syntactic assembly detection from vision might be mislead, if an object cluster contains many objects so that many alternatives for parsing must be considered. As the dependency on the input makes it difficult to provide meaningful test sets 2 , we decided to evaluate our algorithms with respect to the difficulty. This was assessed using a fuzzy function depending on the four parameters number of visible parts in an object cluster, number of visible bolts, mean degree of adjacency within a cluster, and mean degree of perspective occlusion of elementary objects. Suitable partitions for these variables (s. e.g. Fig. 4 ) as well as fuzzy rules that characterize their interdependencies were estimated from an independent training set of 70 images. Figure 5 summarizes the results obtained from this evaluation scheme. To produce this figure 164 images of assemblies were attributed to 8 levels of difficulty.
In a first series of experiments, the results from elementary object recognition were corrected manually so that the input to our parser was always correct; a second series was done without corrections. An experiment was counted a success if a correct structure was produced. As we would have guessed, easy data was always processed correctly whereas correctness diminishes with increasing difficulty.But even in difficult cases it is quite accurate.
Graph Based Approach to Assembly Recognition
Parsing according to simple CFGs reliably detects assembly structures in an image. However, the resulting hierarchical structures are seldom unique since complex assemblies will have numerous syntactic structures [14] . Moreover, assemblies that are made of the same parts but exhibit different part attachments may have the same description. Assembly recognition therefore should rest upon a more unique representation. From analyzing the geometrical appearance of an object cluster details concerning the relations among the object's mating features can be determined. This provides topologically unique information of part attachments which can be added to syntactic descriptions leading to so called high-level sequence plans [2] . Figure 2 (g) shows a plan that was derived for the exemplary assembly. Its global structure corresponds to the tree in Fig. 2(f) , its local structure reflects mating feature relations: the cubes and the bar appear with lists of slots representing holes where some of them are labeled with the bolt that is inserted into them. Topologically different assemblies, i.e. assemblies with different part attachments, thus have distinct high-level sequence plans. But a complex assembly may still have several sequence plans. However, augmented syntactic descriptions can be transformed into graph based models. Figure 6 shows the mating feature graph derived from the plan in Fig. 2(g) . Each vertex is labeled with a feature type and with the type of object it belongs to. Furthermore, vertices are colored according to the object they are part of. Subparts connected via edges labeled 'ADJ' belong to the same object. Chains of edges labeled ' ' indicate sequences of subparts attached to a certain bolt. Finally, for each pair of bolts connected to the same object, the corresponding vertices are related via edges labeled with the angle the bolts enclose.
As each sequence plan of a given assembly encodes the same feature relations, all plans of an assembly can be condensed into the same graph. Given graph-based assembly models like this, graph matching can recognize topologically equivalent assemblies. In our implementation we apply the Graph matching toolkit of the University of Berne (GUB) developed by Messmer and Bunke [3] : after deriving an assembly graph from an image it will be matched against a database of previously derived ones. If no corresponding model can be found our system has learned about a new assembly and will insert it into the set of prototypes.
Evaluating Graph Based Assembly Recognition
Based on the edit-operations vertex deletion, edge deletion, and insertion and label substitution the GUB determines error tolerant matches. We set the costs of the first three operations to 1, 1, 10, respectively, since practical experience revealed that this yields matches of well acceptable quality. The expensiveness of edge insertion is due to the fact that the GUB tends to insert edges to minimize graph distances. However, this introduces feature relations that do not exist in reality and thus will result in useless matches. The costs of label substitutions are given by the difference of label values. . 3 In eight experiments the rate of successful recognition attempts exceeds 0.95, in seven cases it reaches up to 0.75, but in five experiments no exact match was found. Note that the latter does not depend on the relative difficulty; complete failures also happened in rather easy experiments.
The lower part of Fig. 7 shows the results for error-correcting graph matching. Here, a match was counted as a success if the edit distance between input-and model-graph did not exceed 15% of the sum of the number of vertices and edges of the model. Now there are 14 sets of views with a match rate higher than 0.95 and four experiments result in rates between 0.33 and 0.88. However, for the data considered in experiment 19, the costs of the computed isomorphisms always exceeded the acceptable threshold. An examination of the corresponding images revealed that they were perfect examples for severe perspective occlusion. Due to the rather complex geometry of the considered assembly even reasonable changes of the viewpoint led to considerable occlusion of components which caused seriously different graphs to be extracted from the images.
Conclusion
This paper summarized research efforts in assembly modeling, detection, and recognition. Faced with a dynamic and unpredictable assembly scenario we proposed a framework of structural methods to treat each of these aspects.
Understanding mechanical assemblies to be composed of functional parts led to context free grammars with recursive productions which model whole classes of assemblies. Implementing such models as semantic networks and adopting techniques from discourse parsing enables assembly detection from image data. Augmenting syntactic descriptions with information of mating relations yields high-level sequence plans. These plans can be translated into unambiguous graph-based models of assemblies which were used for recognition purposes. Since syntactic methods crucially depend on the complexity of the input, we applied a performance evaluation with respect to the task difficulty. As difficulty is rather vague it was measured using a fuzzy approach. The results underline that simple grammatical methods provide a flexible and reliable means for visual assembly detection.
Based on error-correcting graph matching it is possible to recognize that two reasonable complex images of assemblies show the same parts in the same mating relations. Thus, it is possible to identify that they are topologically identical. Encouraged by our experimental result we can thus conclude that the described combination of structural methods, i.e. the integration of grammar-and graph-based techniques, indeed provides a suitable framework for vision for flexible assembly.
